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Aethlon (ăth-lŏn): the original form of the Greek word meaning “prize of
the contest; reward, recompense.” We like to think of it as also including
the notion of the contest or struggle itself (aethlos), and skill or excellence
(arete) that wins the prize.
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How to Play a Good Game of Tennis

John Hansen

E

QUIPMENT

Racquet – (A Hyper Carbon Hammer 4.3 or Wilson Hammer 5.2 (stretch), but
let’s go with the former because that’s the best for looks and intimidating your
opponent (oh, your rival will take another gander.))
Tennis Balls – (In this case, Wilson Tournament brand is most desirable.
Playing with any other type of balls would be inappropriate. You know, like
the 12-count bag for eight bucks at your local Wallyworld …)
Attire – (A t-shirt that fits well, possibly, a favorite one (boosts confidence and
enhances your play), the same goes for the pair of tight, but not too tight, Nike
athletic shorts with pockets, you choose.)
Liquids – (Some type of sports drink or water will do. No carbonated drinks
as you up your chances of cramps, or, at worst, a debilitating case of the runs.)
Tennis Court – (Find a close, but playable court devoid of cracks that expose
the broken bits of crumbling black asphalt below or sagging pits that pool
water from an earlier shower (always in the doubles alley for some reason).
Surely you can find one court out of the bunch that keeps such imperfections
to a minimum. Pick one you are used to playing on, but preferably a court
your opponent has yet to figure out the contour of the lines, angles, lighting,
windscreens, or how the ball reacts to clipping the top of the net.)
DIRECTIONS
Put your beverage, extra racquet, spare t-shirt, and other belongings on the
side of the net you want. Remember, tennis is a mental game. You could mess
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with your opponent right away by placing your items on the same side. Worth
a try. Everything you do affects your opponent’s play, and not to mention,
yours. Now, warm up with your opponent, act like you are long lost pals, create
meaningful conversation. The match actually starts here. Hit the ball back and
forth to get loose and guide the ball into your opponent’s sweet spot (usually
an arm’s length away, belt high for maximum striking), but don’t hit with pace
(at least not yet), and be coy about hitting a decent forehand. You can count on
your opponent to make a note of this and will most likely hit to your forehand
during the game (let him think his observation and scouting skills are legit—
nice try, though), and hopefully, you can surprise him by unloading it back for
a forehand winner, where the ball grazes the singles sideline with the help of
your Hyper Carbon Hammer 4.3 racquet (know that your opponent will go to
the exact spot and see if he can find a light, sometimes darker, scuff mark of
the ball on the blinding white line.) He’ll see one. If done properly, this shot
should sound like a crisp (almost deafening) “pop” (man, such great acoustics
if you are next to a large building … maybe I’ll change my text notification
to this). Alright, let me explain, we can do this together, okay? Lick your lips
and put them together, try uttering, but with only your lips, the word “pop”
without the “p” sound (I’ll give you a minute … to keep doing this … imagine
what the people around you are thinking).
After agreeing warm-ups are done, the official game commences. You or
your opponent may spin a racquet while the other calls the direction of the
symbol (like calling heads or tails during a coin flip), which is located on the
bottom of the racquet (always choose up, always). If you correctly pick the
direction the symbol faces after the racquet stops spinning, you get to decide
whether or not you want to serve first, or you have the luxury of picking what
side of the court you want to start on first. Pick the side the raging sun will not
be in your eyes or the side the breeze will have the least effect on your overall
play (just a hint).
Pick up the three yellow Wilson Tourney balls and put them in your pocket
(go ahead, give each one a good squeeze). If you are right-handed, they should
be kept in your left pocket, if you happen to be left-handed, they should be in
your right. Pick the ball that is the hardest, which increases the chances of an
ace (don’t do a kick serve on your first attempt). Let the match begin.
Serve with force at the most favorable time. If playing in the day, wait
for any strong gusts of wind to stop blowing around the few strands of hair
you didn’t gel enough that keep assaulting your forehead and right temple (so
annoying), or immediately serve when you hear a car or truck engine revving
up (from a nearby parking lot) make a crescendoing gargling hum with pings
of rattling metal, where the owner decides it would be cool to hit the beatup gas pedal (I imagine it’s a clunker) four more times in a row. See, it won’t
affect you if you’re used to being cheap and trying to find any advantage you
can during matches (thank you, Robert, you skinny-long-haired-multiple-
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sweatband-wearing hippie (I can still smell the awful Wrigley’s Spearmint
Gum), for instilling those values in me on the court at Sunnyside Elementary).
If playing in the evening, wait for the cicadas’ rhythmic buzzing screech to lull
your adversary out of focus and do a quick serve when it’s silent (like standing
outside at 3 in the morning during a snowstorm). Or, if you prefer, wait for the
cicadas’ boisterous melodic calls in unity and then serve—think of them as
your sixth man in basketball (rowdier the better). Next, put all of your strength
into every service (oh, remember good footwork and go back to the basics if
all else fails). If you hit a good serve, you should see a few yellow fibers around
eye level suspend in the air just before gazing back at your opponent’s return
(if there is one). Grunt if you have to—make it your battle cry—if you will.
Side note: Grunting reminds me of watching a professional women’s tennis
match (two Russian blonde beauties) on TV back in 6th or 7th grade when my
mom forcefully turned the door handle to my bedroom with such strength
(sounded like she was going to break it off and the entire door) and asked
if I was watching “a pornographic program.” So, yes, grunt, but maybe not
draw it out so much. I’m kidding, go wild, make it your own. Also, let your
ground strokes be crisp and follow through with every swing. Let’s reflect for
a moment: Do you remember hitting shots by yourself on a humid summer
night (with gnats buzzing in your ear every 30 seconds) on a puke-greenchipped-dented-wooden board that made an echoing thud (the ball never did
bounce back to you the right way), where the paint would flake off floating to
the ground? Yeah, hit like you did when no one was watching and pretended
your match point shot was a cross court winner to win Wimbledon. Dominate
your opponent.
FURTHER DIRECTIONS TO MAKE SURE YOU’RE PLAYING A GOOD GAME
Let’s not forget about the mental aspects of the game.
Look all around and become familiar with your surroundings. (Watch
how the ball bounces on different parts of the court (a good topspin and slice
can be an equalizer). Visualize how you will strike the ball with your racquet.
Find something to concentrate on that is behind your opponent and always
look at this object with utter disgust. Make your opponent fear you. Hope that
your adversary feels you may be a borderline psychopath or a recent graduate
of an anger management class on the verge of relapse.
Now, don’t let the wind get on your nerves and spoil a sure victory. (Which
might be the case if you have a horrible temper and no self-control.) Some
shots may carry and drift out of bounce, or you might totally mishit one and
watch it clear the fence (this isn’t baseball, you know). However, you need to
get ahold of yourself and adjust accordingly. Just keep the ball in play, don’t hit
erratically (be a pusher, yeah, be one of those people … I hate pushers … sorry, I
digress.) If your opponent cannot adjust, glance at him with a smile, laugh, and
maybe even blurt out a few wisecracks for his poor decision making (make sure
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spectators can clearly hear—they appreciate the humor, you know). It’s vital he
knows you keep a running tally of all unforced errors, but more importantly,
can openly acknowledge his mishaps. Trust me, okay?
Oh, really quick, back to serving. If you profusely sweat outside (I could
sit on a court and stretch a few minutes before a game and you could see a
shadowy imprint of my derrière against the dark green surface—I’d quickly
stand on top of it so others wouldn’t notice), take the time to properly wipe the
perspiration away from your eyes (like 45 seconds if needed—no one likes to
wait … so … make ’em wait).
If there are people watching, act like you have a lot of energy. Show off,
hit with authority, yell (different, random inflections work here), and appear
formidable. Don’t hold back. If there is someone that has caught your eye—
or vice versa—watching and checking you out (or, although highly unlikely,
they keep checking out your opponent), don’t disappoint, victory is a must
now. Make chit-chat on the side in between games (or if you suspect you have
no chance, instead talk trash about your rival—it doesn’t necessarily have
to be true, but points if you’ve done research on him the night before and
bonus points if you use the salacious information in your banter). This will
agitate your opponent on many levels. When switching sides, you can also take
a swig of water (only use water) and pretend to sneeze (blame hay fever) or
calmly allow some to dribble out as if you’ve just been shot up with a dose of
novocaine (because you swallowed a bug, okay?—your choice, but do this on
your adversary’s side of course (he won’t be able to control his eyes wandering
back to the abstract water patterns), but then be overly apologetic and hold
eye contact, acting like you just committed some horrid offense). Allow me
to tell you a brief story. I did this once in high school. My opponent muttered
“fucking asshole” just loud enough where I was the only person who could
hear it (that messed with me the last few games of the match because I didn’t
expect that retort). When I asked my parents about this after the meet was over,
they claim they didn’t hear a thing—“He seemed well-mannered and polite.”
Fucking asshole.
WAITING TO BE SEEN AS GOOD
Yeah, after about two or three hours of match play (the typical amount of
time it usually takes to finish an official match), you will have the victory over
your opponent (in fact, you’ve probably broken his spirits) and the admiration
of the audience (if there is one).
It’s beneficial to have someone you know watching,
then you will have someone to witness your victory
over a worthy opponent, and not make you look
like a horrible liar. It will take time to be labeled
as a good player, but it will come sooner or later.
Act like you are a good player, it’s all about show.
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AT LAST
Well, everyone, that is pretty much it,
on how to be good, that is, but as you know, my friends,
there is some more to it. So good luck.
Be good.
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